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Introduction
My name is Corrie Tubman, and I am a 31 year old paintings conservator
from Northern Ireland. My foray into the world of conservation followed
several years working as an accounts assistant in a law firm in Paris. I
was inspired to change career after catching glimpses of conservators at
work in museums such as the Louvre and Musée D’Orsay during my
lunch hours and weekends, and being fascinated about the work they
were carrying out.
Last summer I graduated from Northumbria University, NewcastleUpon-Tyne with an MA in the Conservation of Fine Art, specialising in
Easel Paintings on canvas support. However during my degree I carried
out a placement at the National Portrait Gallery, Edinburgh where I
assisted private conservators with the conservation of the murals, frieze
and painted ceiling in the Central Hall of the gallery. These were
executed both on canvas and on plaster and piqued my interest in
working within the broader field of the conservation of wall paintings and
other painted surfaces.
Since the completion of my degree I have had the opportunity to
work

for

several

private

conservation

companies,

carrying

out

conservation of painted walls and ceilings throughout Scotland. Inspired
and encouraged by one of my employers who trained in Italy, I began to
consider other wall painting conservation opportunities further afield. I
was particularly interested in learning more about ‘buon fresco’ (or ‘true
fresco’ as it is sometimes called), one of the earliest techniques of wall
painting in the world, of which there are scarce examples in the United
Kingdom. I felt it was not only beneficial to expand my practical and
technical experience by working on different types of wall painting, but it
was also important to learn about attitudes to conservation and working
practices in other countries.
My research led me to a conservation project run by Sinergie Soc.
Coop – Servizi per I Beni Culturali, a private organisation based in the
south of Italy. As part of a varied 3-4 week educational and cultural
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programme, participants could focus on the practical conservation of 1416th century frescoes located near Altamura, in the Puglia region in the
south of Italy. I was further attracted to this project as it was a region that,
by chance, I had visited for a traditional Italian wedding the previous year.
Having identified a potential project, I decided to apply to the Zibby
Garnett Travelling Fellowship for financial support. I had previously heard
of the grant scheme during my MA studies, but at that time did not have a
specific project in mind.
The project, which in my case ran from the 3rd - 21st July 2013
inclusive, cost £2,476.81 in total. This covered the cost of return travel to
Italy, food, accommodation, site visits, transportation while in Italy,
conservation materials and insurance. The Zibby Garnett Travelling
Fellowship was extremely generous in donating £2,000 towards this. I
covered the remaining costs through savings acquired from working on
other conservation jobs. Without the financial support of The Zibby
Garnett Travelling Fellowship this work placement would not have been
possible, and therefore I am extremely grateful to have benefited from
their assistance.

Project Location
On 3rd July 2013, I left London and flew to Bari, Puglia in the south of Italy
where I was to spend the next three weeks on placement. The Puglia
region constitutes the heel of the ‘boot’ shaped country of Italy. I had
neither heard of this region nor the specific towns we would work in
before researching this trip, my visits to Italy being restricted to Rome and
Florence and a brief visit to Bari for a wedding in 2012. I was delighted to
discover however that the project was to be based in an area relatively
close to Bari, albeit further inland.
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Maps of the Study Location
Italy in relation to the rest of the world

Figure 1. http://www.worldatlas.com/webimage/countrys/europe/it.htm

The Puglia region of Italy

Figure 2. http://goitaly.about.com/od/pugliaapulia/ig/map-of-puglia-maps/pugliamap.htm
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I was met at the airport by the project leader and director of Sinergie,
Tonio Creanza, and two other participants from London and Lebanon.
After collecting a further two participants from the local train station we
made our way to our lodging in the minibus. To reach Masseria La Selva,
originally an 18th century hunting lodge based in the countryside not far
from the town of Gravina in Puglia, we followed the road famously known
as the Appian Way. This was a military road created in 312 BC under the
censor Appius Claudius Caecus, stretching from Rome to Brindisi.
As we left the industrial setting of Bari, the landscape changed
considerably as we passed winding expanses of olive and almond
groves. Tonio explained that his family had their own olive oil production
business and that most of Italy’s olive oil was produced in this region. The
altitude also varied; the bus climbed its way through hills of luscious
greenery but by the time we arrived at our lodging, the landscape had
considerably flattened out and was much more arid in appearance. We
were to learn more about the varied geological features of this particular
part of the region, called the Murgia, during the course of the programme.
The temperature, while relatively balmy at the coast became dryer and
hotter as we moved inland. We had been warned that temperatures had
reached a stifling 40°C the previous week, but during my stay the weather
remained pleasant in the low-mid 30’s. Due to the nature of the work we
were to spend a considerable amount of time in the shade or indoors,
which made working conditions much more bearable.
During the programme we primarily worked on private sites located
near the small rural towns of Altamura and Gravina in Puglia. These
private sites were very much off the beaten track and could not be
located on a map of the region. The area in general is not renowned for
tourism. Very few Italians even venture this way on holiday, preferring the
coastal areas. As we were to find out, this ignorance of the area was
reflected in the scant efforts made to conserve the local heritage.
Excursions were also organised to the towns of Altamura and
Gravina in Puglia as well as nearby Bernalda, Matera and Metaponto. We
were also extremely fortunate to visit the archaeological site of Pompeii,
about three hours north-west of Altamura. These visits complemented
[4]

both the specific conservation aspects of the programme and gave us a
broader insight into the culture of this region.
Map indicating locations of lodging, work site and visits

Metaponto

.

Figure 3. The lodging was located between Gravina and Altamura, and the other
places marked were visited. Map sourced at www. google.co.uk/images

Sinergie, their Mission and the Conservation Team
The fresco conservation project is one of a number of summer art
conservation and restoration ‘Messors’ workshops offered by Sinergie
Soc. Coop - Servizi per i Beni Culturali. The organisation was founded in
1989 by Tonio Creanza, who together with other regional experts in the
conservation of cultural and artistic heritage has worked for the last 20
years to preserve and conserve the archaeological and artistic heritage of
their region. As mentioned above, this area has suffered neglect in terms
of conservation, with local heritage authorities channelling their resources
into projects of greater international significance. The Sinergie team
therefore aims to devote their time and efforts to less renowned, but in
their eyes equally valuable, projects which are often overlooked.
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My aim was to participate in one such project which has been running
since the 1990’s. The Sinergie team, assisted by volunteers, have been
working to conserve and restore 15th century frescoes located in a small
rupestral (cave) dwelling, on private farmland in the village of Carpentino.
These rupestral dwellings dominate a large part of the landscape in the
Puglia region, the most famous being the Sassi at Matera.
Tonio was our first point of contact and supervisor for the work
carried on the frescoes. His colleagues Dr Giovanni Ragone (agronomist
and leader of the speleogy team who discovered the Altamura man in
1993), Gianni de Tolve (employee of the Ministry of Cultural Heritage and
Activities) and Giuseppe Lasquale (a private paintings conservator
specialising in pigment analysis) provided additional instruction in terms
of art history, geology, paintings conservation and pigment analysis which
provided us with useful background information and helped set the
context for the practical work we undertook.
As a change to previous years and in addition to the fresco
conservation project, we had the chance to participate in an easel
painting

conservation

project

and

a

Byzantine

Icon

decorative

applications workshop. These were led by Tim Everett of Everett Fine Art
Conservation, UK and Filip Petcu from the Conservation Department of
the University of Western Timisoara, Romania respectively.
The student cohort was composed of participants of varying ages
from the USA, Canada, UK, Georgia, Romania and Lebanon. The
majority of students had either no previous experience of conservation, or
were about to embark on tertiary education in conservation. I found that
as a recent graduate I was able to bridge the gap between those with no
experience and the highly skilled and experienced tutors, and explain in
perhaps simpler terms the processes involved and identify possible
questions the other students might have.
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The Programme
Fresco and Mural Conservation Project
Introduction to the sites
Before practical work could commence, we were given introductory visits
to some of the sites that Sinergie had worked on, including the rupestral
dwellings in which we would work. This gave us the chance to assess
working conditions, the iconography and physical construction of the
frescoes and discuss previous conservation problems and solutions.
On the first day we went on a walking tour of Altamura during
which Tonio explained the geology of the region. This was essential in
understanding how the frescoes had come about, how they were
constructed and in which conditions they currently existed. Geologically
the region is composed of tufa rock, a moderately soft limestone. About
1000 BC the region was covered with sea water, and over time large
deposits of sediment built up under the water. When the water receded,
these soft, limestone sedimentary formations were revealed. Into these
calcerinite formations, some caves had been naturally formed and were
used as dwellings. Over time other areas of the limestone were
excavated with both the excavated limestone and the resulting cavities
being used for habitations. In the medieval period (13thC) communities of
monks availed of these dwellings, using some of the space as churches,
in which they painted religious scenes in fresco on the walls.
These types of dwellings exist all over the region and are visible
throughout the landscape; however it is uncertain how many contain
frescoes. We visited three examples where frescoes where prevalent, in
the towns of Jesce, Carpentino and Fornello, and had the chance to work
at two of the three sites.

Fresco Making
Time was also allocated during the first week to creating our own
frescoes using traditional materials and techniques. We learned about the
[7]

type of plaster used, how to prepare it and apply it, the different layers of
which a fresco is composed and the chemistry behind the formation of a
fresco. We also attempted to make and use marmorino plaster for
decorative applications.
The traditional fresco plaster was made from lime, in sifted powder
form, to which sand and water were added. 1 parts lime (calcium
hydroxide) was added to three parts sand, and then water was added
depending on the absorbency of the sand. The first layer we applied was
called the ‘Arriccio’ and contained large granules of sand. It is a rough
layer that enables and improves the adherence of the fresco to the
substrate (in this case a limestone wall). Several increasingly smoother
layers were then applied to the arricio; these are called the ‘intonaci’. This
was followed by the final smoothest layer, or the ‘intonachino’, onto which
the painting was executed. The substrate and each layer were wetted
with water before application of subsequent layers. This was to keep the
plaster moist and to facilitate adhesion and cohesion of the layers as they
dried.
After choosing an image of our choice and making a ‘cartone’, we
used traditional pouncing methods to transfer the image from the cartone
onto the prepared substrate using powder pigment (sepia). This was
followed by application of the paint; pure powder pigment mixed with
water. This was applied to the damp wall in order to fuse with the plaster
substrate as it dried. During drying the calcium hydroxide (lime) and
pigment combine with calcium dioxide in the air in a process called
carbonatation, creating insoluble calcium carbonate. The pigments are
effectively locked into a type of matrix and therefore this method of
painting, if executed correctly and exposed to appropriate environmental
conditions, should be very durable. If applying the plaster to a wall that is
not limestone based, then a priming layer is first required to provide a
tooth and maintain adherence – this could a latex-quartz based product
for example.
This workshop was invaluable in cementing and furthering my
limited knowledge of the structure of buon fresco paintings and I was able
to better appreciate the degree of skill involved in executing this type of
[8]

wall painting correctly. It was much more physically and mentally
demanding than I thought; timing and controlled application of the
materials (holding the trowel at the correct angle with just the right
amount of pressure and plaster on it) was crucial and if either of these
went awry, the fresco would fail. After a period of 24 hours we sprayed
the frescoes with water to test if the paint layer had indeed become
incorporated in the wall structure. Unfortunately for some participants this
had not been the case, and the paint ran. This was the result of working
too slowly and applying the paint to an overly dry surface. Having chosen
a relatively small composition, I had been able to complete my fresco
quickly and luckily the paint remained fixed in place. The concept of
‘giornate’ which I had learned about in my undergraduate programme
instantly made much more sense!

Figure 4. My completed fresco. The image was taken from a fresco at Pompeii
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Practical Conservation at Carpentino – 13th century frescoes
Towards the end of the first week a small group of 4 people, including
myself were able to start working on the frescoes at Masseria Carpentino.
This underground cave is located just inside the entrance to the working
farm at Carpentino.

Figure 5. Entrance to the cave. This was previously concealed and completely filled
with mud before excavation revealed the frescoes

The frescoes were only discovered about ten years ago when the farmer
decided to excavate the small cave which was full of mud, plants and
other debris. In 1999, Sinergie and numerous groups of volunteers began
the process of examining and documenting the frescoes, which date from
around 1450. It is thought that these frescoes possibly flanked a tomb.
They depict common religious scenes that are often repeated in frescoes
throughout the region; the crucifixion of Christ and a trio of saints, one of
whom had been identified as San Bernardino da Siena.
Preventive measures were taken to prevent further deterioration
caused by rain water seeping through the roof and entrance of the cave.
Treatment was also begun on the frescoes, which lined two walls of the
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cave. Sadly large areas had been lost through natural degradation; a 3rd
fresco on the right wall had been virtually erased and large sections were
missing from the central wall opposite the entrance. Large areas of loss
had been filled with lime plaster and reintegrated into the composition by
retouching the area with a neutral coloured tint of pigment and water.

Figure 6. The fresco depicting the Crucifixion was located in an apse opposite the
entrance to the cave. Some restoration work had already been carried out by
previous teams

Apart from the large areas of loss, the main concern was the presence of
disfiguring salt efflorescence which was obscuring the images. These
salts are formed as a result of the dissolution (in the presence of
moisture) of naturally present water soluble elements in the substrate.
Due to the process of osmosis these dissolved salts can then migrate
through the substrate to the surface of the fresco, where they crystallize
with the evaporation of moisture. This process causes damage to the
paint layer. The high level of humidity in the cave and low light levels
were also a perfect breeding ground for mould and mosses which also
covered the surface of the frescoes.
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Figure 7. Example of mould obscuring the colourful paint surface below

Tonio explained that it was difficult to make permanent improvements to
the frescoes. As the salts were naturally occurring in the rocky walls, this
process of osmosis would continue to happen. Indeed, around November
the osmosis had appeared to slow down and the frescoes had become
naturally more visible. A very valid and interesting point to note was that it
was impossible to control the environmental conditions of the cave rigidly,
whereas this preventive measure is commonly employed for interior or
non-fresco mural paintings. Furthermore the frescoes had been executed
in these conditions and as such were probably more stable than if we
were to introduce artificial means of controlling and altering the humidity
drastically. Our aim therefore was to remove the worst offenders in terms
of mould, moss and calcite clusters to temporarily improve the aesthetics
and prevent clusters becoming larger and breaking large sections of the
fresco.
Using the tip of our scalpels we patiently scraped and picked away
the encrusted salts and algae taking care not to scrape into the fresco.
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Figure 8. Removing mould and calcite deposits using a scalpel. An extremely slow and
painstaking process

Surprisingly in some areas the fresco was relatively soft and crumbly and
therefore care had to be taken not to chip or scrape away the fresco
along with the salts. In contrast some areas were so compacted and solid
that it was impossible to remove the salts with a scalpel and this required
further work with a chisel and small hammer. It was also difficult to
differentiate certain parts of the composition from the calcite deposits
which were of a similar pigmentation to the fresco.
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Figure 9. Example of the extremely hard calcite deposits on the fresco surface. In this
area it was difficult to distinguish the white paint from the calcite

The work was extremely slow and tedious and required concentration and
patience. It was certainly not glamorous and we spent much of the time
being bitten by mosquitoes, and covered in dirt, but there was something
quite calming about steadily working away in the dimly lit cave. My
perseverance paid off and I was happy to finally reveal a new element of
the composition – a saint’s foot.
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Figure 10. Images of the area I worked on and the saint's foot I uncovered

I would have preferred to spend more time conserving the frescoes than
was actually allocated but given the slow nature of the work, I feel that we
could easily have spent the entire 3 weeks working on them without
making a significant impact. I would also have liked to be able to carry out
some technical analysis to determine why certain pigmented areas were
relatively soft, when we expected these to be hard, and this is something
that I hope to explore in the future with the organisation.

Practical Conservation at Jesce – 18th century mural painting
To complement and contrast the work carried out on the 15th century
frescoes at Carpentino, my team was involved in a second project at
another

Masseria

in

Jesce.

Sinergie

had

already

completed

archaeological conservation work on this ancient Roman site and on the
frescoes in the on-site crypt. Our work in this area involved uncovering
and stabilising an 18th century decorative scheme in the interior of the
Masseria, which was built in the 17th century. In contrast to the frescoes
at Carpentino, this scheme had been executed in fresco secco. The
scheme had been covered over the years with a number of other
decorative and non-decorative plaster layers. The aim was to uncover the
original scheme.
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Figure 11. The stairwell where we worked, the conservation team and myself
removing upper layers of flaking paint and plaster to reveal the original scheme

In comparison to the site at Carpentino, this was fairly easy to do, and
simply involved scraping away the already flaking upper layers.
Structurally the scheme was at risk however, as the painted plaster had
delaminated in areas from the wall substrate. Stabilisation of this
phenomenon involved locating the cavities visually and aurally, by
tapping on the wall and listening for a hollow sound. Holes were then
drilled through the plaster to the cavity and this was filled with a mixture of
lime and Ledan® which acted to both consolidate the delaminating
plaster and fill the voids. I had carried out some consolidation of paint
layers on Scottish wall paintings using a fine needle and syringe to inject
small amounts of consolidant, so it was interesting although rather
daunting to work on a much larger and more intrusive scale.
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Figure 12. Drilling a hole into the cavity before filling and consolidating

We also removed old fills that had come loose and replaced them using a
mixture similar to that used to make our frescoes.

Figure 13. Filling of losses with mixture of lime, sand and water. Applied initially with
a trowel and edges finished with a smaller spatula. Old loose fills were removed and
refilled.

Again, sadly, we did not manage to complete the work at this site but I
appreciated the chance to work on a different type of scheme and employ
new materials and techniques.
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Practical Conservation at Masseria La Selva – Transfer of a modern wall
painting

During the three weeks, Tonio worked with two private conservators from
Rome on another wall painting project. I was given the chance to observe
and participate in the remounting of a modern wall painting which had
been rescued from a local hospital before it was demolished. It was to be
remounted for redisplay. The painting, while of no particular artistic merit
was of great emotional and historical value, as it had been executed by
patients staying in the psychiatric hospital in which Tonio had volunteered
in the past. I had heard about detachment of wall paintings from my
previous employer but had never had the chance to do it. Tonio explained
how the fresco had been removed from the wall. First the painting was
faced with strong rabbit skin glue and muslin gauze before being chipped
away from the wall, along with a layer of the substrate. The facing layer’s
purpose was to keep the paint film intact during this intrusive process.
In the studio we then worked on removing the final layers of plaster
and older emulsion wall paint from the back of the decorative painting,
paring these away with scalpels until we reached the original paint layer.
This was highly fragmented and it was difficult to determine on which
areas there was still a priming layer, or if we had reached the original.
The original paint layer was then coated with a new layer of acrylic primer
to consolidate the flaking paint and fill in areas of loss. Then a sheet of
muslin was applied on top of the priming layer with rabbit skin glue.
A new mounting support was then prepared – plywood covered
with a similar layer of muslin, adhered to the board with rabbit skin glue.
The painting and mount support were sandwiched together with more
rabbit skin glue. When this was well adhered, we worked to remove the
facing muslin cloth to reveal the painting using moisture and mechanical
action.
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Figure 14. Carefully scraping away the plaster and priming layers from the back of the
mural, leaving the paint layer

Figure 15. Muslin support attached to the reverse of the painting. This will then be
stretched and attached to a muslin covered board support

Figure 16. Removal of the muslin facing layer with water, cotton swabs and mechanical action
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This process of transfer from one support to another is carried out
infrequently, due to the highly intrusive nature of the work and risk of
damage to the original. On some occasions however it is necessary, and
in this case the emotional value of the piece demanded its saving. It was
wonderful to be involved in the remounting, although I would like to have
been involved in the removal from the original substrate and/or the final
stages of image reintegration.

Discussing Conservation Issues
As mentioned, part of my motivation for this trip was that I was keen to
compare the conservation practices and attitudes towards conservation in
Italy with those of the UK. In addition to the practical work carried out, I
learned much from a discussion of another restoration project carried out
by Sinergie (an exterior fresco of San Cristoforo near the Chiesa di
S.Biagio, Altamura), I gained further knowledge of the type of materials
used in external wall painting conservation, the advantages and
disadvantages of these and how these compared to materials used for
interior wall paintings. I felt that to an extent the conservators here placed
more emphasis on using natural materials, compatible with or the same
as the original, as opposed to synthetic materials which seem more
commonly used and accepted in the UK. The Italian team also followed
recommended conservation guidelines such as using reversible methods
and materials and employing preventive conservation methods where
possible. There was also the bitter sweet realisation that the conservators
in this area confront very similar obstacles to those in the UK; spending
significant time undoing work from previous restoration campaigns which
have not stood the test of time and struggling to justify and obtain
financial support for conservation projects.

[20]

Other Conservation Projects
Easel Painting Conservation
One of the other ‘Messors’ workshops offered by Sinergie focuses on
easel painting conservation and restoration, but as I had already trained
in this area, I had preferred to select the fresco conservation session. On
arrival at Masseria La Selva however, we discovered that the timetable
had changed, and that everyone would be involved in the easel painting
conservation workshop. Exceptionally this year the workshop was led by
a private paintings conservator from the UK, Tim Everett. Supervised by
Tim we worked on conserving and restoring a 19th century painting of the
Assumption of the Virgin, which had come from a local church.

Figure 17. The easel painting before treatment which was structurally and
aesthetically in poor condition
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The work involved carrying out an overall consolidation of the paint layer,
followed by a traditional hand lining, restretching and surface cleaning of
the painting. We also prepped the accompanying frame for re-gilding

Figure 18.Facing of the painting with Eltoline tissue and rabbit skin glue prior to
removal from lap joint strainer

Figure 19. Gesso remnants and dirt were removed with a scalpel, dental tools and a
1:1 alcohol water solution to prepare a clean surface for re-gilding

[22]

Although I was familiar with the theory behind these conservation
processes, I had never carried out consolidation or lining of this sort
practically. It was also interesting to see how a private conservator
tackled the job, equipped with slightly different and more limited materials
than I had come across in the UK during my Masters. This exercise was
also useful in making me think outside the box and recall and question
the theory and practical experience I had gained. A local Italian girl, who
was also a recent paintings conservation graduate, participated in the
workshop and it was wonderful to discuss and compare our academic
training, practical experience to date and even technical terms in the two
languages. I was also able to learn more about the Italian system of
cleaning paintings, which differs slightly from that in the UK.

[23]

Icon workshop
I was extremely fortunate to meet and work with Filip Petcu who had
come from Romania to take part in the fresco conservation project. Filip is
a lecturer and PhD student in the Conservation Department of the Faculty
of Arts and Design, University of West Timisoara, Romania and
specialises in Byzantine art, in particular Icons. As an additional element
to the three week programme, we had the option to produce icons
ourselves, based on the Byzantine iconography in the rupestral churches,
and using traditional materials and techniques.
As much of painting conservation work does not allow artistic
licence, this was a perfect opportunity to exercise my artistic skills.
Through handling the materials I gained an increased knowledge and
understanding of tempera painting and gilding techniques; I had read
about both but was now able to better appreciate the theory. I also gained
a new awareness of the deep symbolic function of each component of the
icon painting, both material and application. Filip’s genuine passion and
abundant knowledge of icons and their conservation made this workshop
a particularly enlightening experience.

Figure 20. My completed icon, executed on lime wood panel in egg tempera
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Overall impressions of the conservation projects
The various conservation projects served primarily to strengthen my
knowledge of the materials and techniques used in creating such works
of art, and gave me a little more insight into their practical conservation. I
would particularly have liked to have carried out more of the practical
conservation of the frescoes, in order to become more competent in this
area and to feel I had achieved something visually. I had expected to
begin conservation of the frescoes straight away on arrival as my
experience of working on site in the UK has involved long hours at a
relatively fast pace. The much slower Italian pace was something that I
and the other British cohorts found quite difficult to adapt to initially.
I thoroughly enjoyed and appreciated the chance to converse with
other painting conservators from different countries with widely differing
training backgrounds and levels of experience. The chance to share
knowledge of materials and techniques and consider other ways of
working, whilst agreeing on others is an important part of a conservators
continuing professional development. I hope that in the near future I will
be able to collaborate again with some or all of these professionals

External Visits and other extra-curricular activities
In the evenings and at weekends, we were fortunate to be able to visit
sites

of

geological,

archaeological

and

artistic

interest

which

complemented our practical workshops. The geology of the region is of
particular interest and importance and we were able to visit renowned
examples of this such as the ‘Sassi’ at Matera, a UNESCO world heritage
site, the site where the Altamura man (a Neanderthal fossil skeleton) was
discovered and the underground city of Gravina Sotteranea.
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Figure 21. Me at one side of the canyon of Matera. The town has been built into and
out of the rock faces

We explored the Palazzo Lanfranchi (the National Museum of Matera)
and saw panel paintings, detached frescoes, easel paintings and various
examples of their restoration. We were further exposed to frescoes in
visits to the rupestral caves at the site of the Masseria Fornello, and
conservation of modern decorative schemes at the Palazzo Margerita,
once the home of Francis Ford Coppola. One of the highlights of the
session was a guided visit to the ruins of Pompeii, where we focused on
both the frescoes and the archaeology.
Many pedagogic activities were condensed into the programme
but there was still time to experience other aspects of southern Italian
culture. The team at Messors are extremely passionate about cultivating
and sharing all aspects of their heritage, not solely the artistic side.
During the three weeks we were invited to fully embrace the way of life
particular to Italians in this region. Great importance was placed on food
and drink, and self-sufficiency. We had the opportunity to try our hand at
traditional bread making at a local bakery, watch cheese making at the
on-site dairy, participate in an olive oil tasting session and attempt pasta
making with the formidable nonna. Meal times were always a special
[26]

event and I thoroughly enjoyed the international dinner evening where we
met other local people and continued to explore the different cultures of
everyone present.

Figure 22. Putting the hand made focaccia into the traditional fire oven

In the evenings and at weekends we were free to continue working on our
icons or do some sightseeing in the local towns. An evening activity
particular to Italy and which was quite alien to me was the concept of the
‘passagetto’. Everyone, young children included get dressed up to walk
around the streets of the town until late at night, stopping to talk to friend,
have a drink or a gelato in the middle of the street, often accompanied by
makeshift dj stations. This was really enjoyable, very civilised and quite
different from night life in the UK. The relaxed, unhurried pace of life in
this part of Italy was something quite alien to me, but one which I grew to
appreciate.

[27]

Conclusion

The three weeks that I spent with the Sinergie team seemed at times to
pass by in a flash, and at others to move extremely slowly. It was an
enriching experience on many levels.
In terms of achieving my professional aims, I feel that more could
have been made of the fresco conservation sessions, but at the same
time I have gained additional theoretical and practical experience of
working on paintings on canvas and panel supports. Overall my
knowledge of materials and techniques for the construction and
conservation of wall paintings has grown. This additional practical and
theoretical experience should be of benefit to my future career, but I think
that it is the international experience of working with conservators from
other countries and in different working conditions that will be particularly
invaluable.
I aim to stay in contact with the various conservation professionals
I met and would be hopeful that we might collaborate together on projects
in our respective countries or elsewhere. (In fact since my return from
Italy, we have already exchanged conservation resources, and I am
investigating the possibility of returning to Italy next summer as Sinergie
have been granted permission by the local authorities to start work on the
site at Fornello).
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Figure 23. An example of some of the frescoes in the rupestral church at Fornello

I have been encouraged to take a greater interest in conservation work
that is going on outside the UK and the USA. I have been left with a
renewed vigour to pursue this career path, realising to what extent I am
privileged to have been able to train and work in this field, when for others
who participated in these sessions this would be their only, brief, taste of
conservation.
On a personal level, this experience has opened my eyes to other
cultures, in particular to Italian culture but also to those of which I knew
nothing about before this trip. I have improved my Italian language skills,
filled my cookery book with new recipes and my address book with the
names of a whole group of new friends. Temporarily, at least, I have been
encouraged to slow down and appreciate things more. I have also been
left amazed by the absolute passion, pride and conviction with which the
team in Altamura endeavour to preserve their cultural heritage and I think
[29]

that conservators in the UK and Ireland, myself included, could at times
do with a dose of the same passion. In terms of academia and practical
experience, these workshops may found to be lacking by experienced
professionals, but for the prospective conservation student, or the
emerging professional I think the workshops are of value. In terms of an
unforgettable, unique cultural experience however, I would strongly
recommend this experience to anyone.
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Figure 24. The Sinergie team and participants of the various art restoration workshops July 2013
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